Inhibition of human renin by rat plasma. Rat angiotensinogen is a competitive inhibitor of the human renin-substrate interaction.
Human renin can cleave rat angiotensinogen, yet infusion of human renin into rats causes only a modest increase in blood pressure. We therefore investigated whether there is a factor in rat plasma which inhibits human renin activity. The addition of 20% normal rat plasma to human plasma had a slight, but not significant, inhibitory effect on the rate of angiotensin formation, while nephrectomized rat plasma, which had a seven-fold higher concentration of angiotensinogen, caused a dose dependent inhibition (20 to 70%). The rat plasma inhibitor copurified with angiotensinogen. Analysis of the kinetics of the human renin-human substrate reaction and of the human renin-rat substrate reaction revealed that the rate of angiotensin I production in the presence of both substrates could be entirely accounted for by assuming that rat and human angiotensinogens are competitive inhibitors of each other. These results show that human renin can cleave rat substrate but the reaction rate is extremely slow relative to the cleavage of human angiotensinogen. They also indicate that rat angiotensinogen is an effective competitive inhibitor of the human renin-substrate reaction. These results may be relevant to the development of renin inhibitors and to transfection studies involving heterologous renin or substrate genes.